facts >

we typically speak 7 times faster than we can type

The ability to dictate crime or incident reports saves officers valuable time.

Phone dictation: a bright future
We see more and more governments around the world equip their police
forces with mobile phones as a way to provide them with the mobility they
need to stay out on our busy streets. Using these phones to create reports
can also dramatically reduce report turnaround times and free up officers to
do what they are good at: fighting crime.
for officers
With telephone dictation, creating crime or incident reports only takes a fraction of the time it would take you to hand write or type them. DigiScribe-XL
voice prompts guide you through the appropriate questions (report type, incident date, location etc.) to assist in the report creation process. Once you are
done dictating, the corresponding voice file is immediately forwarded to the
next available secretary, resulting in accurate reports being instantly available to other police staff.
for secretaries
Instead of bundles of hand written notes, dictations are now clearly identified
and organized as individual units by priority, report type and author, ensuring
that work is typed in the correct order. This is all taking place in your familiar
word processing environment, with CD sound quality.
for supervisors
DigiScribe-XL eliminates the need to deploy voice recorders for the entire
staff, allowing officers to use a standard or mobile phone to dictate their
reports while in the office or on-the-move. The management console also
provides a complete view of the entire work environment at the click of a
button, allowing you to track and report on the process of every voice file,
from start to finish and beyond. At any time, you can view exactly who
accessed the system and when, as well as who is dictating and transcribing
documents. You can also re-prioritize and re-route work when required for
faster turnaround times.
for it managers
Digital voice files contain confidential information which must be protected at
all costs. Tested against the most demanding confidentiality standards (i.e.:
HIPAA in healthcare), DigiScribe-XL uses advanced voice encryption and
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) technologies to fully protect your data.

paperwork does not keep crime out of our streets

Think about this: if every single police officer in your department could save one hour per
week on documentation, how would this affect the overall efficiency?

In their own words...
“Our officers have access to a phone-in dictation system at any time,
day or night. With this convenient solution, officers can file their reports
directly from the crime scene, using a regular phone to dictate all their
reports.
Officers can not only record their dictations but they can also stop at any time to
listen to what they have just recorded. They can also easily suspend a recording
and come back to it later. It’s much more convenient than typing or using a tapebased dictation system,”
This digital dictation system is so easy to use that you will not want to go back to
producing your reports on paper again once you have done it over the phone.”
Robert Carlson, Senior Police Officer
Des Moines Police Department, Iowa, USA

Bottom line results
> faster report turnaround

Real-time dictation and transcription without having to return to the station.

> reduced stress

A mobility solution that frees officers from paperwork.

> improved service

Providing highly accurate documents, on time.

> return on investment

Increased staff productivity; better use of existing resources.

> reduced costs

Full control over documentation processes and expenditures.

